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By email:

Dear Mr Collaery
Your proposed]. book -— protecting. ASIS information
We refer to your fetter to the Inspector—General of. intelligence and Security (ISIS)
concerning recent media reportingindicating; that: you propose to publish a book
regarding, among other things, your dealings with yourciieot Witness. K. You.

requested the lGlS to: pass your letter to relevant agencies and a copy. was,

accordingly, provided to. the Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS),

it is not clear whether, or to What extent, the bookma‘y- include. material relating to

by the Directcr~General of'ASl-S to request that you ensure that any such material is"
properly constrained haying regard. to ss 39., 400 and 4,1 of the Intelligence Sen/foes

A-cf'20017('Cth) (is Act), copies of which are. attached to this. ieiter.

The terms of those provisions. are well~known to you. Nonetheless, we are instructed
to specifically draw to your attention the? following matters,

First, you are. subject to the direct operation of" those provisions by virtue of your
arrangement" with ASI‘S... That. arrangement was. approved only to enable you to

assist Witness. 'K' to make submissions to the inspector-General of intelligence and

Secﬂrify about his employment- compieiot c'oncernihg an unsuccessful application: for
promotion. You do not. have: the Director-Generals approval to make any other or

broader disclosures about ASlS’ staff members and ASISA activities, much less to the.

world at large.

Seeoediy, at the time of entering the arrangement you signes a secrecy undertaking

which, among other things, acknowledged as 39' and 41? of the. IS Act. We attach a
copy of that under-taking. As you are aware, those provisions have since been
amended such that they now carry a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment.

Thifdiy, eithoug'h 3,400 Was not in. force at the time ofthe arrangement and
undertaking, you should pay careful attention to the constraints which. that provision

imposes on even recording relevant information. This; provision carries a maximum
penalty of 3. years imprisonment.
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FOWTWV, unders 319 it isan offence if a relevant person ‘comimunlcates ”any

information or matter’ in the specified circumstances. Communicates’ captures any
communication, even of information; which has been previously communicated.

Similar observations may be. made about the. use. of the term "identities in s 41.

Ffftniy, ss 39 and. 4.1 are expressed to breed terms because. of the wen/serious.
impiicetions that an inappropriate communication of information may have for
national security, and for the personal safetyt and security of people-who undertake
work, in that area; For example, the second: reading- speech for the. bill which
introduced those: provisions (House of. Representatives, 2? June. 2001") explained
that the bill ‘seeks to protect AS’IS staff, the intelligence it produces and its sources

and methods." because the collection of intelligence information ‘depends on people

who often. put their lives and liberties at: considerable risk’.. We: are instructed that the

nature of the risks which attend a particular communication,- and the way. they may

eventu'ate, are not necessarily obvious. The. protections in. so 3-9: and 4-1 are not,

therefore, expressed to depend- upon a person’s individual assessment of the
national security risks or harms which. may attend a particular communication

Finally, your letter refers to» you and Witness- Kl taking steps ‘with. the support of
Senior Counsel in Melbourne?) Depending upon the nature of that engagement the
above considerations may berelevant to this. As. you are aware, 'while ASlS
supports current and former staff members in seeking__ independent legal advice in
respect of matters relevant. to. their employment there is a: presses to obtain the
necessary approval to do this "so that an? disotosure of'ASlS information can be:
made consistent with the requirements of the t8 Act Please let us knowif‘ you would
like us to: seek instructions. in this regard.
'1'0.

In View of the potential relevance of these matters to Witness K,. we will send a copy
of this letter to his legal representatives.
as rel
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